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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G c Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of afinite-dimensional 
vector space V over a field k.A vector u E I’ is said to be a G-orbit basis 
generator for V if the set G(u) is a linear basis for I’. In this paper we 
continue the study begun in [Rl, R2] of the following question: If U, U are 
G-orbit basis generators for V then when are the stabilizers G, and G, 
conjugate? 
The conjugacy question isa more general formulation of aquestion con- 
cerning finite-dimensional separable field extensions E, F over an infinite 
field k of characteristic p > 0.Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and 
suppose E and F are n-dimensional separable field extensions of k. Recall 
that he associative structure of any commutative algebra A over k affords 
A a restricted Lie (Frobenius) structure Y(A) by [ab] =0 and aCpl =up 
for a, h E A. A natural question to ask about the pair E and F is the 
following: If Z(E) and Z(F) are isomorphic Lie algebras, then when are E 
and F isomorpic field extensions? 
Suppose P(E) N P(F). It does not necessarily follow that E = F; 
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however Y(E) does determine the splitting field Q of E over k as a field 
extension. Thuswe may internalize the question to sublields k E FE 52. The 
question now may be formulated in terms of the Galois group G(Q\k) 
acting ona certain n-dimensional vector space V(u, Q\k) over the prime 
field h,of k. 9(E) is principal; thatis, there exists a uE E such that he pth 
powers u, up,..., up” form alinear basis for E over k. Let V(u, Q\k) be the 
additive subgroup generated by the conjugates of u in 8. Then V(u, Q\k) is 
stable under G(Q\k) and is a vector space over Z, with the set G(Q\k)(u) 
as a basis. Suppose k c Fc 52 is a subfield. Thendip(E) N P’(F) is and only 
if F= k[u] for some u E V(u, Q\k) such that G(Q\k)(u) is also abasis for 
V(u, Q\k) over Z,. (Thus a u is a G(Q\k)-orbit asis generator for 
V(u, Q\k).) Therefore Y(E) determines E a a field extension f and only if 
all stabilizers G(Q\k), of G(Q\k)-orbit basis generators a for V are con- 
jugate. These results arefound in Section 2 of [R2]. 
We were led to formulate the conjugacy question i the study of the 
cofree irreducible Hopfalgebra CH( U) on a finite-dimensional separ ble 
field extension U over afield k of characteristic p > 0 [R2]. 
Suppose k is any field, andG s Aut,( I’) is asubgroup ofautomorphisms 
of a finite-dimensional vector space V over k, and suppose further U, u are 
G-orbit basis generators forI’. We may regard G c Sym(X) as a transitive 
subgroup ofpermutations of the finite set X= G(U), and likewise we may 
regard G as permutations of x’= G(U). A primary consideration of [Rl ] 
was the question which properties of G,as a permutation group, do not 
depend on the particular rep esentation? The multiplicities of cycle ngths 
arising from cyclic decomposition of e EG when regarded as apermutation 
of X are the same as those when (T is regarded asa permutation of x’ by 
[Rl, Theorem 2.21. Inparticular if (T EG fixes a point of X then efixes a 
point of x’, and referring to (T as an even permutation, an n-cycle, or a
product of n-cycles, is unambiguous. By [ Rl, 1.1.4b] the number of H- 
orbits ofX is the same as the number of H-orbits of X’ for any subgroup H 
of G. A subgroup H is said to be closed if H is the intersection of p int 
stabilizer G, ofvectors u E I’. Every subgroup H c G is contained in auni- 
que minimal closed subgroup R of G which is called the closure of H; a 
subgroup L cH is said to be dense in H if z= g, and H is aid to be dense 
if H is dense in G. It is easy to see that saying H is closed isthe same as 
saying that if eE G stabilizes th  H-orbits of X then CJ EH, and saying that 
H is dense is the same as saying H is transitive on X. We will consider 
these properties of G as basic and will use them freely in the sequel without 
particular reference. 
Regard G!Z Sym(X) as a transitive subgroup ofpermutations of X.We 
showed [Rl, Theorem 2.61 that if G has a subgroup H with asingle non- 
trivial orbit in X, then to resolve the conjugacy question wemay further 
assume that G has a transitive subgroup generated by conjugates of H.(G 
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has such an H if G contains a non-trivial cyc e, for example.) We showed 
[Rl, Proposition 2.81that if G has a transitive subgroup generated by p- 
cycles for some prime p, then dim V> p implies G,and G, are conjugate. 
From this it follows [Rl, Theorem 2.101 that if G has a 2-cycle, 3-cycle, or 
5-cycle, then G, and G, are conjugate ( his not true for 7-cycles). Here
we settle the question for 4-cycles and 6-cycles; by the Corollary to 
Theorem 3G, and G, are conjugate if G has a 4-cycle or 6-cycle. 
The examples ofsubgroups G of the group of automorphisms of a tinite- 
dimensional vector space V with non-conjugate G-orbit basis generator 
stabilizers foundin [Rl] suggest the study of subgroups of automorphisms 
GcAut,( V) where the subgroup Ncp) generated by those lements ofG 
which are the product oftwo disjoint p-cycles is dense for some prime p. 
Accordingly we undertake such a study in Section 2, which contains the 
main results of this paper. Suppose that N,p) is dense and G has non-con- 
jugate G-orbit basis generator stabilizers. If p= 2 then dim V= 7 (in which 
case G2: G&(2)) by Theorem 2. Suppose that p= 3. If every proper nor- 
mal subgroup ofG is dense then dim V= 7 (and G is the same as above); if
G has a proper normal subgroup which is not dense, then dim V= 8 (in 
which case G, N G, is asemidirect product ofZ, and ZT where u, u are G- 
orbit basis generators forV). The p = 3 case is analyzed inTheorem 3. 
Generally if NcpJ is dense for some prime p and G, and G, are not con- 
jugate, it follows by Theorem 1that anon-trivial normal subgroup NC G 
is dense or has order 2. We show in Proposition 3 that if Ncp) is dense for 
some prime p and G has a non-dense normal subgroup N # (e), then G, 
and G, not conjugate means dim V= 2p or 2( p + 1). The structure of such 
a G is studied indetail nProposition 4. 
In Sections 3-6 we continue the study of the conjugacy question when 
dim V is small. Suppose G, and G, are not conjugate. In [Rl ] we deter- 
mined G for dim V< 10. Proposition 5 of Section 3 shows there is no such 
G for dim V= 10, and by Proposition 6 of the same section we show that is 
at most one such G (unique ina natural sense) ifdim V= 12 and 5 1 lG(. If 
there are other examples when dim V= 12, then 2 and 3 are the only 
possible prime divisors f 1 G,I. In Section 4 we show there is one possibility 
for each of dim V= 11, 13. In Section 5 we show there are two such G’s for 
dim V= 14 when NC,) is transitive (G&(2) and GL,(2) xZ,); and by 
Proposition 10 fSection 6 we demonstrate th xistence of at most one 
such G where dim V= 16 and 71 ICI. 
The computer was a very useful tool in the discovery of the xamples of
Sections 3-6. The authors acknowledge a debt of gratitude forthe use of 
computing facilities at theUniversity of Massachusetts a  Boston and at 
the University of Illinois at Chicago. The computer p ograms [C, R] were 
used at UIC. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G c Sym(X) be a subgroup ofpermutations of a finite set X. A par- 
tition % c2x of X will be called proper if 1< I%?1 < 1x1. Supose further that 
G is transitive and $55’) = V for r E G (that is, 97 is G-invariant). Then 
rr: G+ Sym(%)(rr(r)(0) =r O for OE%?) is a group homomorphism and 
rc(G) c Sym(V) is transitive. In this case all 0E % have the same car- 
dinality. 
1.1. Let G c Sym(X) be a transitive subgroup ofpermutations f afinite 
set X. Then V&2X is a G-invariant partition of X if 
(a) V is the set of N-orbits of X, where N is any normal subgroup of 
G, or 
(b) V is the set of equivalence classes of the relation x N y tf and only 
zf N, = NY, where N, is the N-stabilizer of x EX, for any normal subgroup 
NcG, or 
(c) V E 2x is G-invariant, and V is the collection of the sets of the 
form Ox=~,E,~.,tO'for x15X. 
Proof (a) If G is any group acting on a set X then r. (L . x) = 
(‘L) .(r . x) for any subgroup L z G and any x E X. Part (b) follows by the 
calculation ‘(N,) = ‘(N n G,) = ‘N n G,,,, = N,,,, for E G and x E X. Part 
(c) is straightforward. Q.E.D. 
We will find the following very useful inthe sequel. 
1.2. Let G c Sym(X) be a transitive subgroup ofpermutations f afinite 
set X, and suppose no G-invariant partition of X is proper. Suppose x E X and 
H c G, is a non-trivial subgroup. Then conjugates of H contained inG, 
generate a subgroup L of G, with one singleton orbit {x} in X. 
Proof For a subgroup K E G let R c K be the set of fixed points ofK. 
Now let V’ be the collection of sets of the form r(H) = (‘H)‘, where rE G, 
and apply 1.1(c). Q.E.D. 
For p > 0 let Ncp) cG be the subgroup generated by all rE G which are 
the product of two disjoint p-cycles. Clearly Ncp) is a normal subgroup 
of G. 
LEMMA 1. Let GE Sym(X) be a transitive subgroup of the permutations 
of a finite s t X. 
(a) Suppose % E 2x is a G-invariant partition of X. Assume z E G has 
prime order and is the product of s non-trivial disjoint cycles, and m = 16’1 
where OE%?. If m>s then +cO)=O for all 0~97. 
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(b) suppose N(p)- = G is transitive for some prime p, and WE 2x is a 
proper G-invariant partition of X. Then 0 E %? has two elements. (In par- 
ticular nN-orbit Co & X of a proper non-transitive normal subgroup NS G 
has two elements, so x2 = e for all xE N.) 
(c) If NCpJ E G is transitive for some prime p, then for any q > 2 either 
NCyJ = (e) or NC4) is transitive. 
Proof (a) Let p be the order of r and 0 ~97. If r(0) #0 then 
0, ~(~L..., r P- ‘(0) are distinct since p is prime, hence disjoint since 59 par- 
titions X. Thus different x, yE 0 belong to different no -trivial r-orbits. 
(b) Follows directly from (a) since NCp) is transitive. 
(c) NCy) is normal, and if x2 = e for all XE NCq), then it follows 
NCy) = (e). Thus (c) is derived from (b). Q.E.D. 
We will be interested in subgroups G Sym(X) where NC,,) is a 
transitive subgroup ofG for p= 2,3. For this purpose w need to record 
the essentially different ways in which two pairs of a pair of disjoint 
sets (depicted in part 0 of the following scheme, < (-) and 
00 respectively) can intersect (overlap means non- 
empty intersection). 
(0) 0 0 (A) 0 0 
00 
(B) a-) (Cl a-m 
(D) tr>-a-) (E) 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (e) # G c Sym(X) be a subgroup of permutations f 
a finite s t X such that N(,, s G is transitive and which as no 3-cycles or
Scycles. Then G contains a ubgroup V N Z, x E, with one non-trivial orbit 
in X. 
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Proof. Let 0 c X be a subset maximal with respect tothe following 
property: There xists a ubset 8’s X such that 0n 8’ = a, and (i) for any 
two x, y E 0 there are distinct x’,y’ E 0’ such that (xy)(x’y’) E G, and con- 
versely (ii) for any two x’,y’ E 0’ there are distinct x, y E 0 such that 
(x’y’)(xy) E G. 0 is a proper non-void subset of X, and since NC,, G G is 
transitive, z(O) & CO for some product ofdisjoint 2-cycles r = (ab)(cd) E G.
Thus we may assume the configuration 
We will use the diagrams of(A)-(E) todetermine th possible ways the r- 
orbits ( haded) intersect 0 and 0’ (unshaded). We will show a particular 
case is not possible or forces the xistence of a subgroup V as described in 
the lemma. 
First observe that he configuration 
is not possible. Forif so, given xE 0, x # b, necessarily (bx)(dy) E G for 
some YE O’, y # d, since G has no 3-cycles. Butthen the conjugate 
‘“b)(cd’((bx)(dy)) = (UX)(CJJ) E G, so the maximality of0 is seen to be 
violated. 
Next, note that (A) is not possible. For if so, we would have the con- 
figuration 
and thus G would have a3-cycle. 
By our first observation, (B) would yield the configuration 
For either (bx)(cx’) or(bx)(dx’) E G for some x’ E O’, c# x’ # d, since G 
has no 3-cycles; hence we may assume (bx)(cx’) E G. Likewise (cd)(xy) E G
for some YE 0, x # y # b. Therefore ((ab)(cd))((cd)(xy)) = ab (xy) E G. So 
(ub)(-v), ~b”~~c”‘~((ab)(xy)) = (ax)(by) generate a subgroup V as required. 
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(C) would yield one of 
up to permutation of cand d, where rr= (xa)(bx’)~G in the third case 
since G has no 3-cycles. In the first case note cb’)Cb’c”(ab)(cd) = (ac)(bd) so
we see (ab)(cd), (ac)(bd) E G generate such aV. The same calculation holds 
in the remaining cases. 
Since G has no 5-cycles (D)would yield (up to permutation of symbols) 
the configuration 
or b'c' a m aa) 
and such a V would exist byvirtue ofthe computation f r(C). Likewise 
(E) would yield (up to permutation of c and d) the diagram 
if (ac)(bd) $ G, in which case the required V exists byvirtue ofthe com- 
putation for (C) again. Q.E.D. 
In our next proposition we consider subgroups G Sym(X) where 
NC,, c G is transitive. The proof is along the lines ofthat of Proposition 1, 
but we use a preliminary lemma to get ahandle on the complexity of this 
case. IfY c X is a subset then we regard Sym( Y) as a subgroup ofSym(X) 
in the obvious way. 
LEMMA 2. Let (e) # G‘s Sym(X) be a subgroup of permutations f a 
finite s t X, and suppose 0 1 ,..., 0, s X are the non-trivial G-orbits ofX. For 
1 < i < s let n;: G -+ Sym(Oi) bethe restriction map.
(a) Assume n,(G) is simple and has order greater than the order of 
n,(G) for i> 1. Then x,(G)cG. 
(b) Assume x,(G),..., n,(G) are simple and have different orders. Then 
G=n,(G)...:n,(G). 
(c) Suppose A is transitive, has a 3-cycle, andis generated byNCp, and 
its 3-cycles where p> 2 is prime. Then G = A, where n= 1 XI. 
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ProoJ: (a) We may assume s> 1. Let N= ker 7~~. Then the composite 
x2(G) N G/N-+ rr,(G)/7r,(N) is surjective, so rcl(N) # (e). Since n,(N) G
n,(G) is a normal subgroup and n,(G) is simple, itfollows that 
rc,(N) = n,(G). Inparticular 0, isan N-orbit ofX. The hypothesis of the 
lemma holds for N, so by induction on 1 Cl we conclude rc,(N) E N, hence 
n,(G) cG. 
(b) Let X = x\S, and 7t: G+ Sym(X) be the restriction map.We 
may assume Z,(G) has maximal order among the rcj(G)‘s. By (a) 
G = rc,(G). B(G). The hypothesis applies ton(G) cSym(X), if s> 1, so (b) 
follows by induction on ICI. 
(c) First of all note that he normal subgroup NCp) is transitive. For 
if 0c X is an NCp) -orbit, then r(O) =0 for any 3-cycle r E G, so necessarily 
0 = X. Let N c G be the subgroup generated by the 3-cycles of G. Then 
N # (e), so N is transitive by L mma lb). If G s A, contains a transitive 
subgroup generated by 3-cycles then G= A,, so the proof of (c) is com- 
plete. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G E Sym(X) be a subgroup of permutations of 
a finite s t X such that NC,, s G is transitive, NC2= (e), and which as no 
3-cycles or 7-cycles. Then 1x1 = 8. 
ProoJ: Let 0 s X be a non-void subset which satisfies th  following 
property: There xists a ubset 0’s X such that 0n 0’ = Iz/, 101 = 10’1, and 
(i) for any three x, y, z E Co there are distinct x’,y’, z’ E0’ such that 
(xyz)(x’y’z’) E G, and conversely (ii) for any three x’, y’, Z’E 0’ there are 
distinct x, y, z E 0 such that (x’y’z)(xyz) E G. Since 0 is a proper non-void 
subset ofX and NC,, is transitive, r(O) @ 0 for some product ofdisjoint 3- 
cycles 5 = (abc)(def)EG. In using (A)-(E) toanalyze the way in which the 
r-orbits (shaded) can intersect 0 and 0’ (unshaded) we use the lementary 
observations thatA, is simple if n ~4, and if GE A, is transitive and 
generated by 3-cycles then G= A,,. 
We may assume ither 
0 e-) or 0 @@@-) 
First observe that he configuration 
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is not possible if 0 is maximal with respect to he property. Forif so, given 
distinct x,y~0, x#c # y, we have Co = (cxy)(c’x’y’) E G, where 
c’, x’, y’ E 0’. By Lemma 2(a) the subgroup L = (7, a) has two non-trivial 
orbits; these have length 5,and n(L) = A, where rc: L -+ Sym(%) is the 
restriction to either ofthese orbits. Thus the maximality of 0 is seen to be 
violated. Likewise the configuration 
is not possible if 0 is maximal with respect to he property. Forif so, the 
argument above shows that 101 =3 = 10’1; soL = (r, G) has two non-trivial 
orbits oflength 4,and x(L) = A, where rc: L + Sym(@) is the projection to 
either, where CJ = (bcx)(b’c’x’). Again the maximality of 0 is seen to be 
violated. 
Suppose L = (t, a) where cE G is also aproduct oftwo disjoint 3-cycles. 
Then NC,, = (e) means L can’t have orbits oflength 3 and 4 simultaneously. 
Let G’ E G e the subgroup generated by z and all products ofdisjoint 
3-cycles (xyz)(x’y’z’) E G where x, y, z E 0 and x’, y’, z’ E0’. 
If (A) were realizable, then applying Lemma 2(a) to G’ it would follow 
that 101 =3, whence O= (bcx)(b’c’x’)~G for XEO, b#x#c, and 
b’, c’, x’ E 0’. But then L = (r, a) would have orbits oflength 3 and 4; thus 
(A) is not realizable. 
If (B) were realizable, then applying Lemma 2(a) to G’ it would follow 
that we would have the configuration of (Bl) or (B2), or the configuration 
where 101 =3 = 19’1. But this is ruled out by considering L = (7, a) as in 
(A); thus the configurations of (Bl )and (B2) are the only possible 
realizations of (B). 
Part (C) is not possible. To see this apply parts (c) and (a) of Lemma 2 
to G’. 
We will show that when 0 and 0’ are the non-trivial orbits ofa product 
of disjoint 3-cycles (T EG then (D) is not realizable nd (E) is possible in 
essentially one case. For such 8, 0’ note that L = (7, a) has one non-trivial 
orbit % E X, and 191 #7 since G has no 7-cycles. The computations below 
cover all cases up to permutation of symbols (it may be necessary to 
replace 7 by T-~ and/or c by c -’ also). 
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Part (D) is ruled out for 0,O’ described above in (Dl b(D3). 
t = (abc)(def) and 0 = (cdx)(fj~z). Let p= Oz = (abd)(xey). Then 
(‘p)c’ = ((bce)(xfy))((acb)(~)) = (uedyxfb)(c)(z) is a 7-cycle. 
/ 
WI wCLl’nXfs9 a e x Y 
z = (a&)( def ) and u = (cde)(fxy). Observe that (‘~(T)zc’ = 
((aef)(dxy))((ucb)(dfe)) = (acbexyd)(f) is a 7-cycle. 
t = (ubc)(def) and 0 = (cdx)(efv). Observe again that (z,)z-’ = 
((uex)(fdy))((ucb)(dfe)) = (ucbeyfx)(d) is a 7-cycle. 
There are three possibilities for (E) essentially where 0, 0’ are as above. 
(El) 
z = (ubc)(def) and CJ = (ubd)(cef) orCJ= (ubd)(cfe). Note that m* = 
(ue)(b)(cd)(f) in the first case. Inthe second case observe that Z(T = (m&e) 
and m = (a&@), so (m)(m)’ = (udcbf)(ubced) = (uf)(b)(ce)(d). Therefore 
(El) is ruled out as NC2) = (e). 
W) 
T = (ubc)(def), andc = (uxd)(cyf) or CJ = (uxd)(cfv). In either case (rz 
and ‘6 generate a subgroup L'with an orbit n9X of length 7;hence L' has 
a 7-cycle. Therefore (E2) is not possible. 
(E3) 
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t = (abc)(def), and o= (axd)(ecy) or g= (axd)(eyc). If cr= (axd)(ecy) 
then bt and ‘0 generate a subgroup L’with an orbit in % of length 7,so 
c = (axd)(eyc) necessarily. This particular 0 ispossible as the L = (7, a)- 
orbit % c 2” of {x, y} does in fact partition %. To conclude the proof we 
will show (E) is realized forsuch ar and r~ and that 9 =X. 
Now assume 0 is maximal with respect to he property described at the 
beginning of the proof, and let zE G be a product oftwo disjoint 3-cycles 
such that r(O) Y$ 0. From the analysis of (A)-(D), and the definition of 0,
it follows that both non-trivial z-orbits ntersect 0 and 0’. Thus (E) is 
realized forsome CJ EG. Therefore we may assume the following: 
t = (abc)(efd), O= (axd)(eyc)E G. Let % be the non-trivial L= (7, (T)- 
orbit of X. If %! $ X then p(e) @ @ for some product oftwo disjoint 3- 
cycles p EG. Replacing p with a conjugate if necessary, we may assume 
p(b) #a. G must have a subgroup L’or L” as described low, where 
z = (ubc)(efd) ando = (uxd)(eyc) again. 
L’ is generated by z, O, and p = (AK)(DQ+). 
L” is generated by z, g, and p = (ubC)(Def) (forced by ‘0). 
We will show that L” is a subgroup ofL’, and that L” has a product of
two disjoint 2-cycles. This contradiction will show 4!/ = X after all, so the 
proof of the proposition w llbe complete. 
The subgroup of L’ generated by z, cr, and ‘9 = ‘((uCc)(deD)) = 
(bCu)(efo) isa realization of L”.
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To see L” has a product of two disjoint 2-cycles we note za = 
(axey)(bcfd) so (“(za)2)(ra)2 = ( e)(Co). Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section with the following, which is used in the proof of 
Proposition 3. 
LEMMA 3. Let G c Sym(X) be a subgroup of permutations f afinite s t 
X, and suppose N Cp, c G is transitive for some prime p> 2. Suppose G has a 
proper non-transitive normal subgroup N. Then 1 XI = 2m for some m 2 p. if 
m > p + 1 then for xE X the subgroup L, g G, generated bythe products of
two disjoint p-cycles z EG, has an orbit of length 2(m - 1 ), and further the 
conjugates =z,where aE G,, of such a z generate a subgroup H of L, with 3
or 4 orbits inX. 
Proof By Lemma 1 (b) the N-orbits of X have length wo, so if 59 G2x 
is the set of N-orbits ofX it follows 1x1 =2m where m = I%?/. Let 
rc: G + Sym(V) be the induced representation. Then rc(N,,,) c n(G) is 
transitive and generated by p-cycles, so by [Rl, Lemma 2.7(b)] any dis- 
tinct 0,,..., Op~g form the orbit of some p-cycle in n(G). 
It is clear that m 2 p. Suppose that m 2 p + 2, and let % E X be a non- 
trivial Lx-orbit for afixed x E X. Now x E 0 for some 0 E V. Since distinct 
8 I ,..., 0p E V form the non-trivial orbit of a p-cycle in rc(G) and m > p + 1, it 
follows % n 0’ # @ for any 0’ EV not 0. Thus L, has an orbit of length 
2(m - 1) or two non-trivial orbits, both of length m - 1. 
Assume L, (hence all L,‘s) have two orbits oflength m - 1. Since 
m 2 p + 2 it follows for x’ E % that %\x’ is contained in a non-trivial 
L,,-orbit. Le  x’ E & be fixed. Then %\x’ Ea’ where %’ is a non-trivial 
L,,-orbit. Now x’ E 0’ where 0’ E%’ is different from 0. Since G, = G, 
for x, YIZ 0 we may assume XE%‘. Thus %\x’c%’ and @‘\xs%, 
so U=%u+Y=%u {x} = (x’} u%’ is stable under L, and L,,. 
Let z E G be a product of two disjoint p-cycles. Then rc(r) fixes some 
O”EV. If Of’=0 or O”=O then TEL, or TEL,!, so z(U)=U. Assume 
0 # 0” # 0’. Then z E %! for some z E Lo”, so z E U also which means zE u%’ 
as z # x’. Thus 4?!\z and %?‘\z are contained in the same non-trivial L,- 
orbit, since (%\z) n (%‘\z) # 0. Therefore u\zis a non-trivial L,-orbit, so 
r(U) = U in this case also-thus Ncp) is not transitive. This contradiction 
shows that L, has an orbit of length 2(m - 1). 
To conclude the proof, let zE L, be the product oftwo disjoint p-cycles, 
and suppose X(T) = (6, ..., Co ) En(G). For 0’ not among Lo, 0, ,..., Cochoose 
a p-cycle ($0’ . . . ) E n(G) which fixes 8 and 0, . Then ( fJZ 8’ * . . ) = rr( a)for 
aE G,. Observe that r~(~‘) = “‘“‘n(z) = (0,8’ . .. ) also fixes Lo, so Or E L, 
since Oz stabilizes Lo and has prime order p> 2. Therefore if % is a non- 
trivial H-orbit ofX then 49 n 0’ # 0 for all Co’ E 5?? not 0. This concludes 
the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this ection weconsider the question fconjugacy of G-orbit basis 
generator stabilizers for a ubgroup G s Aut,( V) of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vector space Vover afield k where NCp) EG is dense for 
some prime p. 
THEOREM 1. Let G& Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vectorspace V over afield k, and suppose u, u are G-orbit 
basis generators forV. Suppose further N Cp, 5 G is dense for some prime p, 
and N 74 Z, is a proper normal subgroup of G which is not dense. Then G, 
and G, are conjugate. 
Proof: We may regard G c Sym(X) as a transitive subgroup ofthe per- 
mutations of X= G(u). Let %? c2x be the N-orbits of X. Then 0 E %? has 
two elements by Lemma l(b). Since N 74 Z, there is some T E N\e which 
fixes a point of X. Thus by 1.1(b) and the same result the classes of the 
equivalence relation on X defined by x N y if and only if N, = NY have two 
elements each. 
Let m = I%‘[. We have just shown that N, = Nn G, has m + 1 orbits, 
hence N n G, has m + 1 orbits. If 0 E V? then either 0 is an N n G--orbit or 
0 splits into singleton N n GM-orbits. Thusif 1is the number of 0 E V which 
are N n G,&-orbits, and I’is the number of 0 E %? which split, we have the 
equations 1+ 21’ =m + 1 and 1+ I’ =m. Therefore 1’ = 1, so all but one N- 
orbit 0 are contained in aG,-orbit. Since G, is closed and N & G, [RI, 
Lemma 1.1.3~) and(d)] it follows G,d must stabilize 0, and 0 must split 
into singleton G,d-orbits Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let GE AutJ V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vectorspace V over afield k, and suppose u, u are G-orbit 
basis generators for V and that NC2, E G is dense. Zf G, and G, are not con- 
jugate then dim V = 7 (in which case G 2: GL,(2) and is generated byN,,,). 
Proof: Suppose G, and G, are not conjugate. Regard Gs Sym(X) as a 
transitive subgroup ofpermutations of X= G(u). By [ Rl, Theorem 2.101 G 
has no 2-cycles, 3-cycles, or 5-cycles. Thusby Proposition 1 G has a sub- 
group V N Z, x Z, with one non-trivial orbit in X. The conjugates of V 
generate a normal subgroup ofG which must be transitive by 1.1(b) and 
Lemma l(b). Now the theorem follows from [Rl, (A) of Sect. 41. Q.E.D. 
The group G N GL,(2) described in the preceding theorem is also 
generated by NC,,, and all proper normal subgroups NE G are dense. 
These properties also characterize G by the next heorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Let GcAut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vectorspace V over afield k, and suppose u, ~1 are G-orbit 
basis generators forV and that NC,, c G is dense. 
(a) If G, and G, are not conjugate, andall proper normal subgroups 
N _C G are dense, then dim V = 7 (hence G _N GL,(2) and is generated by
N,,,). 
(b) Zf G, and G, are not conjugate, andG has a proper normal sub- 
group N which is not dense, then dim V = 8 (hence G has order 48 and 
G, N S,). 
Proof: Suppose G, and G, are not conjugate, and regard G c Sym(X) 
as a transitive subgroup ofpermutations of X= G(u). Then again G has no 
3-cycles by [Rl, Theorem 2.101. Suppose G has a 7-cycle. Then the (nor- 
mal) subgroup generated by the 7-cycles of G is dense, hence dim V = 7 by 
[Rl, Proposition 2.81. Inthis case (a) is realized by [Rl, (A) of Sect. 41
and remarks inthe paragraph subsequent to his reference. 
Thus we may assume G has no 7-cycle aswell, so dim V# 7. By 
Theorem 2NC2) E G is not dense. IfNC,, #(e) then NC2) 2: Z, by Theorem 1, 
so dim V= 4 would follow. But then G, and G, would be conjugate, so 
NC2) = (e). Therefore dim V= 8 by Proposition 2, a d (b) is realized by 
[Rl, (B) of Sect. 41. Q.E.D. 
By [Rl, Theorem 2.101 we have G, and G, are conjugate if G has a 
2-cycle, a 3-cycle, or a5-cycle (of course this is not necessarily the case if 
G has a 7-cycle). The corollary below shows that G, and G, are conjugate 
if G has a 4-cycle or a 6-cycle. 
COROLLARY. Let G s Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vectorspace V over afield k, and suppose u, tl are G-orbit 
basis generators forV. Zf G has a 2p-cycle, where p= 2 or p = 3, then G, and 
G, are conjugate. 
Proof Suppose G, and G, are not conjugate, and G has a 2p-cycle for 
p = 2 or p = 3. By [Rl, Theorem 2.61 we may assume the 2p-cycles 
generate a dense subgroup H of G. By Theorems 2 and 3, NCp) GG is not 
dense. We note by Section 4 of [Rl] that dim V> 2p. 
Regard Gs Sym(X) as a transitive subgroup of the group of per- 
mutations of X= G(u). If +? c2x is a proper G-invariant p r ition of X then 
Co E% has 2 or p elements since H is dense. Inparticular an N = NC,,-orbit 
has p elements, so N is a p-group, and thus the classes of the quivalence 
relation on X defined byx - y if and only if N, = NY have p elements since 
dim V > 2p. 
Let V E 2x be the collection of N-orbits of X, and set m = (%‘I. We have 
justshownN,=NnG,hasm+(p-l)orbits,soNnG,hasm+(p-l) 
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orbits. If 0 E %? then 0 is an N n G,-orbit or0 splits into singleton N G,- 
orbits since N n G, is a p-group. Let 1 be the number of 0 E %? which are 
N n G,-orbits and I’ be the number of Lo E% which split. Then we have the 
equations Z+pE’=m+(p-1) and l+I’=m. Thus I’=l, and we conclude 
G, stabilizes a point of X using the argument at the end of the proof of 
Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Suppose NC,,, c G is dense for some prime p > 3, and G has a proper nor- 
mal non-dense ubgroup N. If G, and G, are not conjugate, hen N N Z,, 
and we will see by the next proposition that dim V is very limited. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G c Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vector space V over afield k, and suppose u, tl are G-orbit 
basis generators for V. Suppose N Cp, c G is a dense subgroup for some prime 
p> 3 and N c G is a proper normal subgroup which is not dense. Then 
dim V = 2m for some m 3 p, and tf G, and G, are not conjugate, then 
N=Z, andm<p+l. 
Proof We regard G c Sym(X) as a transitive subgroup of permutations 
of X= G(u). Then dim V = 2m for some m 2 p by Lemma 3. Suppose 
m > p + 1. By the same lemma, the elements  EG, which are the product of 
two disjoint p-cycles generate a dense subgroup L, of G,, G, has three 
orbits, and for such a r E G, the conjugates (rr, crEG,, generate a subgroup 
of G, with three or four orbits. Automatically G, has the same properties. 
Let z E G, be the product of two disjoint p-cycles. Since G, has three 
orbits, r fixes one of the G--orbits Co X pointwise. Since the conjugates Or, 
u E G,, generate a subgroup of G, with three or four orbits, 181 < 3. But 
L, z G, is dense, so 0 must be a singleton G,-orbit. Therefore ifG, and 
G, are not conjugate n cessarily m < p + 1, and it follows N N Be by 
Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
In subsequent sections we study subgroups GE Aut,( V) of the group of 
automorphisms of an n-dimensional vector space V over afield k such that 
G, and G, are not conjugate for some G-orbit basis generators u, uE V 
when n = 2p, 2( p + 1) for p = 5,7. The next results carry us a long way into 
our analysis. 
LEMMA 4. Let GE S, be a subgroup which has a normal subgroup N 
generated by an m-cycle o. 
(a) G = NG, is a semidirect product, and G, is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of the group of units Hz. 
(b) The normalizer of N as a subgroup of S, has order lZ,,,l lZz[. 
Proof (a) G is transitive, so 1GI = m IG, 1. If z E N fixes a point of 
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Cm] = {l,..., m} then r = e, so NnG,=(e) and thus G=NG, is a 
semidirect product. Thefunction f: Gi -+ Z, defined by *e = a”(‘) for E G1 
is in fact multiplicative. f is one-one since ‘rr = (T means rand u commute, 
so (T permutes the r-orbits of [ml. 
(b) Since all m-cycles of S, = Sym(Z,) are conjugate, we need only 
prove (b) for one particular m-cycle 0. Observe that left ranslation 
1, E Sym(Z,) by u E Zz normalizes N = (0) where a(i) = i + 1 for iE Z,. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G c Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of an 
n-dimensional vector space V over a field k, and suppose u, u are G-orbit 
basis generators forV such that G, and G, are not conjugate. 
(a) Supposen=2(p+l)andpIIG[, wherep>3 isprime. 
(i) N(r) g G is dense, and G has no p-cycles. 
(ii) G, has two or three orbits. G, has three orbits i and only if 
there is a proper G-invariant partition %? G 2x where X = G(u). 
(iii) G, has three orbits if q[ (2p + 1) for some prime q with 
2q>p+ 1. 
Suppose G, has three orbits. 
(iv) [G,: L] = 2 where L c G, is generated bythe elements oforder 
p in G,, and 
(v) If 0 CA” = G(U) is a non-trivial L-orbit, hen 101 = p and the 
restriction G, -+Sym(0) is injective. 
(b) Suppose Ntp) -c G is dense for some prime p > 3, and q s 2x is a 
proper G-invariant partition of X. Let ‘it: G + Sym(%‘) = S,,, be the induced 
representation. The  ker 7~ = (e) or ker II N Z,, and 
(i) If x(G) has a normal subgroup generated byan n/2-cycle, then 
Z& is not cyclic. 
(ii) x(G) has no 3-cycles. 
Pro4 (a) PI IGI means G has a p-cycle orNcpJ #(e) since 3p > n. By 
[Rl, Corollary 2.9(b)] G does not have ap-cycle, so Ncp) #(e). 
(i) If N=m (P) were proper then it would have two orbits inX of 
length p+ 1. In this case [G:N] =2, so G, z N by [Rl, Lemma 1.1.3(f)]. 
But G, is closed and has an element oforder p, so G, would fix apoint of 
X. Therefore N= G and the proof of (i) is complete. 
(ii) Let z E G, be the product oftwo disjoint p-cycles. Then t has 
four orbits inx’ = G(U), two of which are singletons. ThusG, must have 
fewer orbits. If there is a G-invariant proper partition W c 2x of X then 
0 E %? has two elements bypart (a)(i) and Lemma l(b), so G, has two 
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singleton orbits. Conversely, suppose G,has three orbits. Then regarding 
G c Sym(X’) we see that he subgroup L GG, generated by the lements of 
G, of order p is not dense-thus G,has two singleton orbits inX, and the 
proof of (ii) scompleted by 1.1(b). 
(iii) Suppose G, has two orbits. Then the G,-orbits of X have 
lengths 1,2p + 1 and the G,-orbits of x’ have lengths p + 1, p + 1 or p, 
p + 2. Let 0’ E x’ be a G,-orbit of length p or p + 1 and let n: G, -+ 
Sym(0’) be the restriction o 0’. ker 7~ has at least p + 1 orbits inX’, 
whereas ker 7~ has 1 + (2p + 1)/f orbits inX for some 1 dividing 2p + 1. 
Therefore 1 + (2p + 1)/l 2 p + 1 from which it follows 1 2 (I- 2) p, so I= 1 
as 1 is odd. This means ker c = (e), so we may regard G, c Sym(O’). Since 
2q > p + 1 we conclude q2 1 IG,/. Observe that qjp, or p + 1, or p + 2. Since 
q 1 IG,l it now follows there is a z E G, of order q, and necessarily z hasat 
least two fixed points inx’; hence fixed points U,U’ EX. 
We may also regard G,c Sym(Co) asa transitive subgroup where 0is the 
non-trivial G,-orbit of X. Therefore IG,l = (2p + 1) I(G,),,I, and as z E (G,),. 
it follows that q 1 I(G,),~l. Thusq2 1 IG,l, a contradiction. This means G, can 
not have two orbits, so it must have three by (ii). 
(iv) Follows since the G,-orbits of x’ have lengths 2,p, p, 
(v) Any normal subgroup NG G, splits a G,-orbit into N-orbits 
of equal ength; so (iv) follows since G, has no 2-cycles, and no p-cycles, 
and the G,-orbits of .I” have lengths 2,p, p as noted above. 
(b) We have noted 0E w has two elements. ker71 =(e) or ker 7~ !Y Z, 
by Theorem 1. Thus ket 7~ nG, = (e). Now UE Lo for some 0 E%?, so 
G, 2: z(G,) G z(G), ESym(V). Ifx(G)~ is cyclic then so is G,, a contradic- 
tion by [Rl, Corollary 2.41. Thus (i) follows by Lemma 4. 
(ii) If n(G) has a 3-cycle then NC,, # (e) easily folows. But then 
iVc3) isdense, son = 7 or 8 by Theorem 3. Therefore n(G) has no 3-cycles. 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE CASES dim V= 10, 12 
If dim V= 10 then 
PROPOSITION 5. Let GE Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a
IO-dimensional vector space V over afield k, and suppose u, u are G-orbit 
basis generators forV. Then G, and G, are conjugate. 
Proof Suppose that G, and G, are not conjugate. Then G has no 
3-cycles or 5-cycles by [Rl, Theorem 2.101, and no 7-cycles by [Rl, 
Proposition 2.81. 
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First observe that Nts,s G is dense. For suppose to the contrary that 
N= NC,, is proper. Then X= G(u) has two N-orbits oflength 5,so 
[G:N] =2. Thus G,, G, EN by [RI, Lemma 1.1.4(f)]; in particular X 
splits into four G,-orbits of lengths 2,3, 2, 3. Therefore the elements of
order 3 in G, generate an abelian group L having aproduct of 3-cycles. 
But x’= G(U) must split nto four G--orbits which must have lengths 
1,4, 2, 3 or 1,4, 1,4. Thus the description of L is not accurate. This con- 
tradiction sh ws that NC,, s G is dense. 
Suppose %? s2x is a G-invariant proper partition of X and let x: G -+ 
Sym(W) =S, be the induced representation. Then m = 5, and n(G) is a 
transitive subgroup having no 3-cycles andno normal subgroup oforder 5 
by Proposition4(b). By theSylow theorems S has no such subgroup; 
therefore no G-invariant partition %‘s2x is proper. Inparticular G, is not 
a 2-group by1.1(b). 
Since G, is not a 2-group and 5, 7 1 IG,l it follows 3 1lG,l. ByTheorems 
1, 2, and 3 NC,, = (e) =Nc3). Consequently G, has a product ofthree dis- 
joint 3-cycles z. X’ thus cannot split nto three G,-orbits; for these would 
have lengths 3,3,4 which means NC,, # (e). Therefore X’ splits into two G,- 
orbits oflengths 4,6and hence X splits into two G,-orbits of lengths 1,9. 
Let H be the kernel ofthe restriction of G, to its four element orbit 0 E x’. 
Then [G, : H] 124, so 3 11 HI as 9 1 /GUI. Therefore X’ splits into at least live 
H-orbits, butX splits into two or four H-orbits. This last contradiction 
shows that G, and G, are conjugate fter all. Q.E.D. 
Now suppose G s Aut,( V) is a subgroup of automorphisms of a 12- 
dimensional vector space V over afield k and 5 1 1GI. Assume further that 
U, u are G-orbit basis generators forV such that G, and G, are not con- 
jugate. Then by Proposition 4(a)(i) N(,,c G is dense. By Proposition 
4(a)(ii) t follows that G, (and hence G,‘) has three orbits a G has no ll- 
cycles, by the same result there is a representation rr: G + Sym(%‘) = 
S,Jrc(z)(O) = z(0)) where %? z2x is a partition X= G(U) into two element 
subsets. By part (a)(v) ofProposition 4 we may regard G,d ES, as a trans- 
itive subgroup, and by part (b)(ii) of the same we have that x(G) cS, has 
no 3-cycles. Note ker r = (e) or ker c N Z, by part (b). 
Set u= 1 and denote the members of % by 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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We may assume the G,-orbits of X are 
and that a=(L2345)(6789 10)~G,. 
Now 3 klGuI; for otherwise rc(G) would have a 3-cycle. Since we may 
regard G,as a transitive subgroup ofSs, and 3 / 1 G,I, it follows (7, has a 
unique (hence normal) subgroup oforder 5. This is automatically true for 
G,. Using Lemma 4 we conclude that G,d is generated by 0and either 
or 
r = (2 5)(4 3)(7 10x? SW 12) since 2-- -- 1 JG,I. 
Let PEG, have order 5 and set p=n(p), o=rc(cr), andz=rc(~). 
Replacing p-by a suitable power of necessarily we may assume p(2) =6, 
and permuting 1_1 and 12 possibly we may assume p(2) =1_1. Thus 
p = (1)(6)(211...)(2 lJ...). Now if o E n(G,) has order 2 necessarily 
“p=p-1; thus noting XEG~ we deduce p=-(2 6534) or p= (26543). 
Since (12 3 4 5)(2 65 4 3) = (12 6) is a 3-cycle p = (2 6 5 3 4). Since z nor- 
malizes (p) the p-orbits of X must be premuted byT. 
We will show r has order 4. Suppose r has order 2. Then IG,l =5 .2 so 
IGI = 120. Let G’ c G be the subgroup ofeven permutations of G.Then 
(r, p E rc(G’) means z(G’) g S, is dense, sothe calculation ap* = (12)(4 6) 
shows that 60 1 In(G Since r$ G’ it follows G’2: n(G’) and thus 
ker K= (e) since ker 715 G’. Since (a~)~ = e we have (0~)~ = e, and this in 
turn forces p = (I)@)(2 115...)(7 12 lo...). Butthen z = (25) ... (11.12) 
does not permute he p-orbits of X. This contradiction shows zhas order 4, 
and therefore IG,l = IG,I =20. 
r=@dD3)(79 108)(l-ll2)EG,. Since r permutes the p-orbits of
X necessarily t2 = (2 5)(4 3)(1 lO)@ 8) stabilizes them, so p = -- -- 
(2 11 5 8 9)(7 1210 34) is forced. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let G c Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a
12-dimensional vector space V over afield k such that 51 IGI. Suppose u, c 
are G-orbit basis generators forV, and G, and G, are not conjugate. R gard 
G c Sym(X) in the natural way where X= G(u), and represent the elements 
of X by I,..., 12.Then (up to permutation of X) G is generated by
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a=(1 2345)(6789 lo), ----- -----
T = (2 4 5 3)(7 9 108)&l ---- ---- 2), 
p=(2 11589)(7 12 1034). ----- 
Furthermore IGI = 240 and G, N G, is a semidirect product of Z, and Z:. 
The characteristic of k is not 5, and in this case there are two conjugacy 
classes ofG-orbit basis generator stabilizers r presented by G1 and G, where 
u E V is the G-orbit basis generator tl= I+ 2 + 3 + 4 + 5. 
Proof The remaining details are left for the most part o the reader. 
Observe that he powers of the 12-cycle a(“~) = (12 4 11 8 5 6 7 9 12 3 10) 
represent theleft cosets ofthe subgroup ofG generated by 0and z, which 
stabilizes U. To see there are two conjugacy classes w  use the fact that if U’ 
is a G-orbit basis generator f V, then some conjugate of 0must be in G,, 
[Rl, Corollary 2.31. Thus we may assume (r EG,,, in which case there are 
two possibilities for G,,. Q.E.D. 
4. THE CASE dim V=p FOR p= 11, 13 
Let Gc Aut,( V) be a subgroup ofautomorphisms of a p-dimensional 
vector space V over afield k,where p is prime, and suppose U,tl are G- 
orbit basis generators forV. Regard GG Sym(X) as a transitive subgroup 
of X= G(U). Then: 
4.1. Zf $9 c 2x is a G-invariant partition of X then %? is not proper. 
4.2. Zf N G G is a normal subgroup of G then N = (e) or N is transitive 
(in which case N contains a p-cycle.) 
4.3. Zf H c G, is a non-trivial subgroup of G, then conjugates of H 
generate a subgroup L of G, with one singleton orbit in X. 
Now suppose G,and G, are not conjugate. Then: 
4.4. G, has no q-cycles where q < p is prime. (Thus if q is prime and 
q 1 IGI it follows q < p/2.) 
4.5. No subgroup of G of order p is normal. 
4.6. G, has two orbits inX. 
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4.7. Zf p > 7 then Nc2) = (e) = Nc3). 
Since we may regard G c S, as a transitive subgroup, 4.1 is evident. Now
4.24.3 follow by1.1 (a) and 1.2, respectively. To show 4.4 note the q-cycles 
of G generate a trivial or transitive normal subgroup N of G, so 4.4 now 
follows by [Rl, Proposition 2.81. By [Rl, Corollary 2.3(a)] G,is not 
cyclic. Now 4.5 follows byLemma 4. By 4.5 and Burnside’s Theorem [P, 
Theorem 7.31 it follows that G is doubly transitive. Therefore 4.6is true. 
Now, 4.7 is a consequence of Theorems 2 and 3, and 4.2 again. 
We will use 4.1-4.7 throughout this section without particular reference. 
For the remainder of the section wewill assume G, and G, are not con- 
jugate, and will let A” = G(u). 
Consider the case p= 11. By 4.6 X splits into two G,-orbits of length I, 
10. Thus 5 1 lG,l, and as G has no 5-cycles, it follows that X’ splits into two 
G,-orbits of lengths 5,6. Therefore th lements of G, of order 5 generate a 
dense subgroup L of G,. Let N be the kernel ofthe restriction of G, to its 
5-element orbit. Since L is a dense subgroup ofG, it follows that no G,- 
orbit of x’ or X can split nto two or three N-orbits. If N# (e) then X
splits into six N-orbits and 3 1 JNl. But 3 1 INI if X splits into six N-orbits. 
Therefore N = (e) so we may regard G, as a transitive subgroup ofS,. In 
particular IGI 111.5.4.3.2. 
Observe that G has no element oforder 10. Otherwise G (hence G,) 
would have a lo-cycle, so G, would fix a point of x’. Consequently by 
Lemma 4 ING( H)l < 11.5 .2 where H G G has order 11 and NJ H) is the 
normalizer of H. Recall that H is not normal. Since IGI 111 .5.4.3.2 it 
follows G has twelve 1 1-Sylow subgroups. Let%’ G2’ be the collection of 
11-Sylow subgroups ofG and consider the representation rc: G + 
Sym(%?)(n(a)( H) = “H). If HE %? and 0 E G has order 11 then “H = H means 
(TE H by Lemma 4b); therefore kerzc G is not dense. This means 
ker c = (e), so we may regard G s S,, as a transitive subgroup. Consider G 
as such and let CJ EG have order 11. Without loss of generality we may 
assume LEG,. Since 5, ll/lGl and 161111.5.4.3.2, we can use the 
equation [G:G,]=12 to deduce that IGil=ll.5 or lG,l=11.5.2. In 
either case G, normalizes H=(o), so IG,I=11.5 as IN,(H)l<11.5.2. 
We have now shown that lG1 = 11 ‘5’4.3 and [N,(H): H] = 11.5 for any 
subgroup H c G of order 11. 
Let z E G have order 5. Without loss of generality we may assume zE G,. 
Recall wemay regard G,E S, as a transitive subgroup byrestriction of G, 
to its 5-element orbit in x’. Since JG,I = 5.4.3 it follows G,N A 5 under 
this identification. Therefore H = (r) is a dense subgroup ofN,(H), and 
[N,(H): H] = 5.2 by Lemma 4. Since G, 2: A5 it follows that oE G with a
fixed point in A’ must have order 1, 2, 3, or 5. 
Set u =I and denote the members of X by I,..., 11. We may assume 
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a=(123426Z891011)~G. If H=(o) then [N,(H):H]=11*5 means 
all zE Sym(X) of order 5 which normalize cr are in G by Lemma 4; in 
particular r=(241065)(278119)~G. Now let H=(t) and choose 
PEN,(H) of order 2. Then p stabilizes th  r-orbits so %= r-l. By 
replacing p with a suitable conjugate ifnecessary we may assume 
p(2) =2. Therefore p = (2)(4 z)(a fi)(a)(be)(cd) wherewe express 
r = (2 4 10 6 5)(a b c de). Thus there are Iive possibilities for p. Note -----
op = (J)(12 z...)..., so op must have order 3or 5. This forces p = (2 9)(4 5) 
(filO)(l l- ) or (6 lO)(j l-l)@ z)(j 4). But observe that g8 = (19 6 3 11 
6 5 2 10 7 4), (6 lO)(Ju)(SH)(iH) canbe transformed to CJ, (29)(45) 
@a)(zu) by a simple p rmutation of symbols, so we may assume 0and 
p = (3 9)(4 5)(6 10)(7 11) EG. -- -- -- -- 
PROPOSITION 7. Let G s Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of an 
1 l-dimensional vector space V over a field k, and suppose u, tl are G-orbit 
basis generators forV such that G, and G, are not conjugate. R gard G c 
Sym(X) in the natural way where X= G(u), and represent the elements ofX 
by I,..., 11.Then (up to permutation of X) G is generated by
0=(1234567891011) and ----------- P = (3 9k? 5)(6 10)(7 11). _- -- 
Furthermore G, N G, 2: A, and thus 1GI = 11 .5 .4.3. The characteristic of k 
is not 5, in which case there are two conjugacy lasses ofG-orbit basis 
generator stabilizers r presented by G, and G, where u E V is the G-orbit 
basis generator u=L+2+J+lJ+I. - 
Proof The proof or the most part will be left to the reader, who is 
encouraged to look first a the proof of [R2, Theorem 3.41. Observe that 
the powers of the 1 l-cycle crrepresent theleft cosets ofthe subgroup 
generated by 
@P=(122102)(461189) and 04r2P) = (32N)@S5)(6119), 
which stabilizes U. To see that here are two conjugacy classes l tU’ E V be 
any G-orbit basis generator. By the proof of [Rl, Corollary 2.31 if wE G 
fixes a point of X then u’o EG,. for some 1. Replacing G,, by a conjugate if 
necessary we may assume ap E G,,. If w =o”(“‘p) then any easy check 
shows that H = (O’o, ap) has at least two non-trivial orbits only if U’w EG,, 
in which case HE G, is dense. Therefore if G,. and G, are not conjugate i  
follows G,, =G,. Q.E.D. 
We turn to the case p= 13. By 4.6 X splits into two G,-orbits of lengths 
1, 12. By 4.4 7, 11klGI. We will show 511Gl. Suppose on the contrary 
5 1 lG/. Then the lements of order 5 of G, generate a subgroup L with one 
singleton orbit in X. Thus X splits into two or three L-orbits. If X’splits 
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into three L-orbits these must have lengths 1,6, 6; but then X’ splits into 
two G,-orbits of lengths 6,7. Therefore X’ splits into two L-orbits and 
these must have lengths $8. Let 7~: L + Sym(0) be the restriction of L to 
its 8-element orbit 0 c x’. Then z(L) is transitive and is generated by 5- 
cycles, thus 71 Irc(G)I by [Rl, Lemma 2.7(b)]. This contradiction shows 
that 5k[Gl. 
Therefore 2, 3are the only only prime divisors f IG,l, consequently X’ 
splits into two G,-orbits of lengths 4,9. Let N c G, be the kernel of the 
restriction of G, to its 4-element orbit of X’. Then [G,:N] I24 and 
therefore 3 1 I NI as 9 ( IG,l. Considering thepossibilities for the N-orbits of 
X and X’ we arrive atthe conclusion that X’ has one non-trivial N-orbit of
length 9 and X has four non-trivial N-orbits each of length 3.Regard 
GE Sym(X) and let H be a 3-Sylow subgroup ofN. Then [H: H,.] = 3 
for U’ EX/U, so I HI 1 32 since N (3) = (e) and G has no 3-cycles. Likewise if
2 1 INI a 2-Sylow subgroup H of N has order 2 since Nc2) = (e) and G has 
no 2-cycles. Therefore I GI I13 . 33. 24 
We will show that IGI = 13. 33. 24 and that [N,(H): H] = 3 where 
HE G is any subgroup oforder 13. Let L z G, be the subgroup generated 
by the lements of order 3 in G,. Then viewing G as permutations on X,it 
follows the lements of order 3 in N generate a dense subgroup H’of N. By 
1.2 conjugates of H’generate a subgroup ofG, with one singleton orbit n
X’; thus the elements oforder 3 in G, generate a dense subgroup ofG,, 
and from this it follows automatically that L is a dense subgroup ofG,. 
Since L c G, is dense 3I [G, : N] and 4 I I LI. In particular 4 I IG’l where G’ 
is the subgroup ofeven permutations of G.Since X’ has an N-orbit of
length 9 it follows 91INI, so 331 IGI. Suppose 41 IN,(H)1 where H has 
order 13. Then by Lemma 4 there is an element r EN,(H) of order 4. Since 
r2 has one fixed point in X it follows t is the product ofthree disjoint 
4-cycles; thus tis an odd permutation which means [G: G’] = 2. Since 
41 IL1 and LEG’ we have shown that 41 IN,(H)1 implies 81(GI. 
Now H is not normal, soG has n = 131+ 113-Sylow subgroups for some 
I> 0. If nI 33 or n I 24 then = 33. Suppose n ither of these is the case. Then 
61n so we may write n= 13(6x+5)+ 1for some x20. But n133.24 means 
n<33.23,s~ 13.6.x<33.230rx<3.Thisforcesn=144.Asinthep=11 
case we now think of GZ S, as a transitive subgroup. Let CJ EG have 
order 13. Without loss of generality we may assume (r EG,. For n = 27 
or n=144 lG,1113.3.24, so G, normalizes H = (6). By Lemma 4 
/G,ll13.3.4. Suppose n=27. Then, since 41 ICI, it follows 4llG,l, so
4) (N,(H)I. But then we have observed 81 ICI, hence 81 IGIl, an 
impossibility. Consequently n = 144, so 24 I IGI. We have observed that 
3311Gl, soIGI = 13.33.24 and therefore lG,l = 13.3. The last equation is
the same as [NG( H) : H] = 3. 
Represent the lements ofX by L,..., 13 and let gE G have order 13 and 
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r E G be of order 3 and normalize H= (0). Then r fixes a point of X’ since z 
has order 3, so replacing G, with asuitable conjugate if necessary we may 
assume rE G,. Let 0 c X be the 4-element G,-orbit. We may assume 
I, 2~ Lo and t(l) =1; furthermore replacing cr by a suitable power if 
necessary we may assume (T =(123 4562 8 9 10 11 12 13). Replacing r by 
z PI if need be we can assume by Lemma 4 that r= (2 4 lO)(J 1 fi)( 5 13 11) 
(8 9 12). In particular Co = {A,& lO>. Now let HS G, be a 3-Sylow sub- 
group containing T and let N be the kernel of the restriction of H to 8. 
Then [H:N] = 3, so there is ome p E N or order 3 which commutes with r. 
Since NC,, = (e) and G has no 3-cycles it follows p induces a 3-cycle on the 
r-orbits of fl0. Replacing p by p -’ if need be we may assume p(J) =J, or 
l3, or 1_1. Writing r = (2 4 lO)(a b c)(def)(g h i) and knowing p(a) =d 
and p(d) = g forces p = (a d g)(b eh)(c fi) since z and p commute. Now 
observe that p fixes four points ofX’, so four conjugates of the form O’p 
must lie in G,. This means anon-trivial p-orbit of X is contained in a’(O) 
for some 1. A quick check reveals one possibility for p, namely, p = (3 13 9) 
(2 .u 12M 5 S). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let G G Aut,( V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a
13-dimensional vector space V over afield k, and suppose u, tl are G-orbit 
basis generators for V such that G, and G, are not conjugate. R gard 
G G Sym(X) in the natural way where X= G(u), and represent the elements 
of X by L,..., 13.Then (up to permutation of X) G is generated by
a=(12345678910111213) and P = (3 13 9u U12)(6 5 8). 
Furthermore G N PGL,(2); and the characteristic of k snot 3, in which case 
there are two conjugacy classes of G-orbit basis generator stabilizers 
represented by G, and G,& where tl E V is the G-orbit basis generator 
u=j+j+fi+z+fi+!j+ 11+12.+12. - 
Proof: Let ti’ be a G-orbit basis generator f V. Replacing GUS by a 
suitable conjugate if necessary we may assume r E G, ,. By the proof of [RI, 
Corollary 2.31 some conjugate of the form “‘p lies in G,.. An easy check 
shows that if G,. has two non-trivial orbits inX then one must be 0. Hence 
G,,=G, or G,,=G,. 
To see that G N PGL,(2) we will show that PGL,(2) does indeed provide 
an example incharacteristic 0; thusG N PGL,(2) easily follows by our uni- 
queness argument. Let IL z P,(Z,) be a line and 0 E PGL,(2) have order 13. 
Then IL no’(k) has two points unless I=0. Now let V be the vector space 
over afield ofcharacteristic 0 with basis P = P,(E,) and set u= C,, P,il v.
Then the set stabilizer H c PGL,(2) of [L is the point stabilizer of 11, and 
the powers of cr represent theleft cosets ofG,. The reader isreferred to 
[R2, page 5413 as a guide for completing theremaining details. Q.E.D. 
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5. THE CASE dim V= 14 
Let GE Aut,( V) be a subgroup ofautomorphisms of a 1Cdimensional 
vector space over afield k,and suppose U,u are G-orbit basis generators 
for V such that G, and G, are not conjugate. If inaddition N(,)s G is 
dense, wewill show G 1: G&(2) or G N GL,(2) x Z, and k does not have 
characteristic 2. If heharacteristic of k is not 2, we construct a realization 
(unique ina natural sense) ofeach. 
This ection is predicated on a detailed analysis of G&(2). 
LEMMA 5. Let GE S, be a transitive subgroup. 
(a) If 5 1 IGI then G has a 3-cycle (hence A, z G). 
(b) If G does not have a unique subgroup oforder 7 then G N GL,(2) 
or GzA,. 
Proof (a) We need only show that G has a 3-cycle. W  may assume 
(by permuting symbols ifnecessary) that CJ =(1 2 3 4 5) E G. By [Rl, Lem- 
ma 2.7(b)] the set (2, 3, 5, 6, 7) is the non-trivial orbit of a 5-cycle T E G. 
Replacing z with asuitable power if necessary, we may assume z= (2 5...). 
There are three possibilities for z(up to permutation of 6 and 7); namely, 
T = (2 5 3 6 7), or (2 5 6 3 7) or (2 5 6 7 3). In the first two cases (az)’ is a 
3-cycle. If r = (2 5 6 7 3) set p= (or)’ and observe that (OP’~~)~ is a 3-cycle. 
(b) Assume G ?J A,. Then G has no 3-cycles andno 2-cycles. ThusG 
has no 5-cycles by (a). If 3 1 IGI there is a 3-Sylow subgroup HZ G, E S,, 
so 32/(GI as G has no 3-cycles; likewise 24blGI. Therefore IGI17.3.8. 
Assume further that G does not have aunique subgroup oforder 7. Since 
7 1 IGI it follows bythe Sylow theorems that 81 IGI. Therefore a 2-Sylow 
subgroup ofG has 8 elements. From this it follows that NC,, # (e). Thus 
NC2) is transitive, so by Proposition 1 G has a subgroup V- Z, x 7, with 
non-trivial orbit. Bythe argument onpage 148 of [Rl] it follows that G
contains a ubgroup isomorphic to GL,(2), which as order 7.3.8. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let Gc Aut,( V)be a subgroup of automorphisms of a 14- 
dimensional vector space over a field k, and suppose u are G-orbit basis 
generators for V. Assume G, and G, are not conjugate and NC,, s G is dense. 
(a) There is a G-invariant proper partition % s 2x of X = G(u) or 
X= G(u). 
(b) Let 7~: G -+ Sym(V) = S,(x(z)(O) = z(O)) be the induced represen- 
tation. Then x(G) N GL,(2), and ker n: = (e) or ker 7~ Y Z,. 
Proof By [Rl, Proposition 2.81we see that G has no 11-cycles or 13- 
cycles, so 11, 13 b I GI. By Theorem 1if (e) #N G G is a normal subgroup 
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then N is dense or N N Z,. Thus by the same proposition G has no 7-cycles 
as well, so7)lG,(. 
(a) Suppose that (a) is false and let X= G(u). Then by 1.1(b) G,has 
only one singleton orbit in X, and by 1.2 if Hc G, is a non-trivial sub-
group then conjugates of H generate a subgroup L of G, with only one 
singleton orbit inX. (We note here that he same is true where tl formally 
replaces u and X’ replaces X. ) 
Observe that 51 IGI. For suppose 5 1IGI. Then 5 1 (GUI, sothe lement of
order 5 in G, generate a subgroup L of G, with one singleton orbit in X. 
Thus X splits into three L-orbits of lengths 1,5, 8. Let rc: L -+ Sym(0) be 
the restriction of L to its 8-element orbit 0 c A’. Then n(L) is transitive and 
generated by 5-cycles, so 7 1[n(L)1 by [Rl, Lemma 2.7(b)]. This means L
has a 7-cycle, a contradiction. Therefore 5 h 1G(. 
Next observe 3 1IGI. For if not, G, would be a a-group, and therefore G, 
would have at least two singleton orbits inX. 
Since 3 1 IGI it follows that he lements of order 3 of G, generate a sub- 
group L with only one singleton orbit in X. Since the only other possible 
prime divisor of IG,l is 2, we now conclude X splits into three G,-orbits of 
lengths 1,4, 9, or splits into four G,-orbits of lengths 1,3, 4, 6, or splits 
into five G,-orbits of lengths 1,3, 3, 3, 4. Since NC,, = (e) by Theorem 2it 
follows L is a dense subgroup ofG, in any event. The last case is now 
trivially ru ed out as G(U) can not split nto five G,-orbits of length at 
least 3.
Suppose X splits into four L-orbits. Then G(U) splits into four L-orbits 
of lengths 3,3, 4, 4. Let H c L be the subgroup of L generated by its 
elements oforder 2. The non-trivial H-orbits of G(U) have length 4,so as 
conjugates of H generate a subgroup ofG, having one singleton orbit in 
G(U), it follows that G(U) splits into three G,-orbits. Therefore, replacing u 
by tl, we are reduced tothe case where X splits into three G,-orbits. Thus
we may assume the L-orbits of X have lengths 1,4, 9. Let H be the kernel 
of the restriction of L to its 4-element orbit 0 s X. Then [L : H] = 12, and 
thus 3) (HI as 9 1 IL/. Since conjugates of H generate a subgroup ofG, with 
only one singleton orbit in X, it follows that X splits into eight H-orbits. 
Now the three L-orbits of G(U) must have lengths 3,3, 8 or 4, 4, 6. Since L 
is generated by elements of order 3 and His a normal subgroup ofL, no L- 
orbit of G(U) can split nto two H-orbits. Since G(U) splits into eight H- 
orbits itfollows that G(u) has five non-trivial H-orbits of lengths 3,2, 2, 2, 
2 or four non-trivial H-orbits of lengths 4,2, 2, 2, or two non-trivial orbits 
of lengths 4,4. Since 31 IHI it follows H has a 3-cycle., a contradiction by 
[Rl, Theorem 2.101, orNC3) # (e), a contradiction by Theorem 3. Thus the 
hypothesis that (a) is false isincorrect. 
(b) Follows byProposition 4(b)and Lemma 5(b). Q.E.D. 
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Suppose that G satisfies the hypothesis of
rc: G -+ Sym(V) =S7 is the representation of part (b). 
generality we may assume X= G(u). Set u= 2 and let 
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Lemma 6 and 
Without loss of 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
denote the members of V. Now n(G) E G&(2) is generated by Klein 4- 
groups K,= (Kj 1 U,), 1< i < 3, which ave asingle non-trivial orbit Ui c X. 
Up to permutation of symbols wemay assume the following configuration: 
“1 6 (0 4 “2 
0 5 
“3 
(The lements of U3 are circled. See page 148 of [Rl] for details.) Observe 
that 
c= (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) = ((1 4)(6 7))((4 7)(3 2))((1 3)(4 5)), 
t=(l 265347)=((75)(36))(1 234567)=(a-‘((16)(47)))a, 
co = (14 3)(2 67) = ((14)(6 7))((4 3)(7 2)) 
are lements of n(G). By Lemma 5(b) it follows x(G)= (a, 7). 
We note that if N = ker c #(e) then N is generated by n = (AH)@ 9) 
(3 lO)(A l-l)@ l2)(6 I3)(2 I4) which is an odd permutation. Let G’ s G be 
the subgroup ofeven permutations of G.Then N n G’ = (e), and since all 
elements in G of order 7 belong to G’ it follows rc(G’) = rc(G). Therefore 
G’ c G is dense and G = NC’ is a direct product. 
Let g, r, wE G’ have image IJ, r, o, respectively. W  may assume CJ =
(1 2 3 4 5 62)(8 910 11 12 13 14). One can easily show that “‘IS = e2, so 
w~ = o2 which means w normalizes (a). Therefore  permutes the orbits of
CT, so it must stabilize th m. Thus w = (Lf?J3)(262)(8 11 10)(9 13 14). 
Likewise Or=r4, so Y = 24 and w stabilizes th  orbits ofr. In particular 
r(2) = 6 and r(j) = 4. From the calculation or-l=(3 6)(5 7) we conclude 
(cJ-‘)~E N, so (ar~‘)‘=e since any square is even. Note further that 
r(5) = u implies (TZ -’ = (10 63 . .)  ..so ~(2) = 3. Since G’ = (CT, r)is dense 
we now conclude s=(191353414)(8261210117). Now let ------- ------- 
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p=O(to)=(28 14)(3 13 ll)(ZU~)(lO64)~G, and set L=(w,p), Then X 
splits into three L-orbits of lengths 1,1, 12; thus L is a dense subgroup of
G,. Note p’=O’p=(5 11 10)(69 14)(7 134)(3 124). The L’=(o,p’)-orbits 
of X are asily seen to be 
By [Rl, Corollary 2.31 some conjugate of any element ofG with afixed 
point must lie in G,. Thus replacing G, with aconjugate if necessary we 
may assume o E G,. We will show that L’ is adense subgroup ofG, in this 
case. 
Notice that G, has at least three orbits-otherwise the G,-orbits of 
X’ = G(U) would have lengths 1,13. Therefore to show L’ is a dense sub- 
group of G, we need only to show that p’ fixes tc. Since G has no 7-cycles, 
if HE G is a subgroup which fixes a point of x’ or X then 7/‘IHI. Let 
0 < I< 1’ <7 and 0, zx’ be the two-element fixed point set of O’p. Suppose 
that Q n @ # @. Then (“‘p, “rp) fixes a point of x’, so H = “-‘(“‘p, ““p) =
(PY “‘-‘p) fixes a point of x’. One can easily show H = (p, “‘p) c S, is trans- 
itive unless 1=0. Therefore I = I’, and we draw the conclusion that he 0,‘s 
cover x’. Hence one of the conjugate “‘p fixes U.But observe (w, “‘p) c 
x(G) is transitive unl ss I=0 or I = 3. Since G, @ G, it follows O’p fixes U,
and thus we have shown L’ = (0, p’) is a dense subgroup ofG,d. Note we 
have also shown that G, and G, are the only G-orbit basis generator 
stabilizers containing w, so there are two such conjugacy classes. 
If N = (e) then G, = L’. If N # (e) then observe r~rn = (1 3 12 4)(2 14 9 7) 
(5 11 8 10) EG, and is an odd permutation. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let G c Aut,( V) he a subgroup of automorphisms of a 
1Cdimensional vector space V over a field k such that NC,, s G is dense. Sup- 
pose u, tl are G-orbit basis generators for V, and G, and G, are not con- 
jugate. Regard G 5 Sym(X) in the natural way where X = G(u), and 
represent the elements of X by L,..., 14.Then (up to permutation of X) 
(a) G is generated by 
and 
a=(l23l2J61)(89 10 11 12 13 14), ------- 
z=(191353~~)@261210117), 
n = (1 8)(2 9)(3 10)(411)(512)@13)(214)~ -- -- --
in- which case G N GL,(2) x Z,; or 
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(b) G is generated by(T and T, in which case G 2: GL,(2). 
In any event he characteristic of k snot 2, and in this case there are two 
conjugacy lasses ofG-orbit basis generator stabilizers r presented by G, and 
G, where ti E V is the G-orbit basis generator u = I + 3 + 4 + 12. 
Proof: The remaining details will be left or the most part o the reader. 
Let G be generated by CJ, r, and n. Observe that he powers of the 14- 
cycle anrepresent theleft cosets ofthe subgroup generated by w, p’, and 
azn, which stabilizes U. 
The group described in (b) is the subgroup ofG’ of even permutations of 
G. Let ~=a(l+3.+4+12)+b(8+10+I+J)+c(~+6+2+9+13+14) 
where a, b, c E k. Then [G :G’] =2 as CTn E G,d is odd, so by virtue ofthe 
following lemma the proof of the position s complete. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let GcAut,( V) be a finite subgroup of automorphisms of a
finite-dimensional vectorspace V over afield k, and suppose G’ is a subgroup 
of G and a E V such that [G:G’] = [G,4 :G:,]. Then a is a G-orbit basis 
generator for V tf and only if u is a G/-orbit basis generator for V. 
ProoJ From the equations [G:G,J][G,:G:] = [G:G:] = [G:G’] 
[G’:G:,] we deduce [G:G,&] = [G’:G:,], so IG(a)( = IG’(rc)l from which it 
follows that G(U) =G’(U). Q.E.D. 
6. THE CASE dim V = 16 
Let G c Aut,( V) be a subgroup ofautomorphisms of a 16-dimensional 
vector space V over afield k such that 71 IGI. Further assume U, u are G- 
orbit basis generators forV and that G, and G,L are not conjugate. In this 
section we will show that he characteristic of k is not 7, and in this case 
there is a realization (unique ina natural sense) ofG. 
We apply Proposition 4 here as we did in Section 3 to deduce that 
N,,, z G is dense, G and G, have three orbits, andthere is a represen- 
tation xc: G -+ Sym(V) =S,, where %? c2x is a G-invariant proper partition 
of X= G(u), with ker c = (e) or ker c = Z,. 
Set u= 1 and denote the lements of % by 
123 4 5 6 7 8 
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We may assume the G,-orbits of X are 
I 234567 - - - 
,s 2 lo 11 12 13 - - - - 
and that o=(L234561)(89 10 11 12 13 14)~G,. 
G, has a normal subgroup ofindex 2, and by Proposition 4(a)(iv) the
restriction of G, to one of its orbits oflength 7 is injective. Thus we may 
regard G,as a transitive subgroup ofS,, and as such G has no 3-cycles as 
n(G) doesn’t by Proposition 4(b)(ii). Therefore G (and hence automatically 
G,) has a unique subgroup oforder 7 by Lemma 5(b). Regarding rc(G,) as
a transitive group of permutations on I,..., 7 itfollows byLemma 4 that 
rr(G,) isgenerated by o= X(U), and z = (2 4 3 7 5 6) or 23 = (2 7)(3 6)(4 5) 
since G, N n(G,) has even order. Since IG,I = In( it follows bythe 
same result that IG,I )7.6. Now rc(G,) N G, also has a unique subgroup of
order 7 generated by p, say. Replacing p by a suitable power if necessary we 
may assume p= (1)(28 . .). Inany event 23 = (2 7)(36)(45)~7c(G,), so 
TIP= p-l means p = (1)(2 8 7...). But then crp =(1 2 8)... which means 
3 1 JGI. Therefore 3 1IGJ, so IG,l =7.6 and thus ‘5 EX(G) and 
IGI = 16.7.6. Inparticular G,X is generated by (T and 
t=(243756)(911 10141213)(~l5). ------ -----_ 
'p = p' for some 1 Q I < 7. From the equation itfollows '"'p = plrn 
for m > 0. Since rmp =p implies rm= e necessarily I s a generator of Z:. 
Thus z"p(8) = '"'p(8) = ~'~(8) means p(8) determines p for agiven 1. Since 
I=3 or Z=5 we conclude p=(2876543) or p=(2874365). 
Since (12 3 4 5 6 7)(2 87 6 5 4 3) = (12 8) is a 3-cycle necessarily 
p = (2 8 7 4 3 6 5). Now p = z(p) for some p E G,, necessarily of order 7. By 
permuting ,lJ and 16 if necessary we may assume p(2) =15. Since znor- 
malizes (p) it follows that permutes the p-orbits of X and thus r2 
stabilizes them. From this last observation we conclude that 
p=(21514113135)(9167410612). ------- ---____ 
PROPOSITION 10. Let G c Autk( V) be a subgroup ofautomorphisms of a
16-dimensional vector space V over afield k such that 71 I GI. Suppose u, u 
are G-orbit basis generators forV and G, and G, are not conjugate. R gard 
G c Sym(X) in the natural way where X= G(u), and represent the elements 
of X by I,... 16. Then (up to permutation of X) G is generated by
o = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7)(8 910 11 12 13 14) ------- --_____ 2
z=(243756)(91110141213)(1516), ------ 
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and 
p = (2 15 14 11 3 13 5)(9 16 7 4 10 6 12). 
Furthermore /Cl = 672 and G, ‘v G, is a semidiect product of H, and Zt. 
The characteristic of k is not 7, and in this case there are two conjugacy 
classes of G-orbit basis generator stabilizers r presented by G, and G, where 
tl E V is the G-orbit basis generator u =I+ 2 + 3 + 4 + 2 +6-+ 2. 
ProoJ: Weremarkthat~~(~~~~3)=(136945167~1013211 2 514)-------_I------ 
is a 16-cycle andrefer the reader tothe arguments for the dim V = 12 case. 
Q.E.D. 
Addendum. The condition f[Rf, Corollary 23(g)] 1IS misstated. It should read “G, con- 
tains a non-trivial cycle 6, and the conjugates “0, TE G,, generate a dense subgroup of G,.” 
Part 2.3(h) follows from the reformulated 2.3(g), as does Proposition 2.8once we observe that 
the modified condition ismet by virtue of [Rl, Lemma 2.7(a)]. 
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